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MGuidance seeks to assist the individual in boconin^ progressively
v
mare able to guide himself#""”
However, hewing a student to help himself is frequently a more
difficult task than appearances would indicate# Tho high school
student is at the threshold of adulthood. He has reached ths crucial
point at which he must decide for himself the course of his future. In
many cases, he hesitates to a3suro the responsibility for planning a
definite course of action#
Lany progressive school systems attenet to :eet this situation
by including in their curriculum a course in "Guidance" cr
"Occupations." Whatever the title, such classes usually presant
discussion of problems involved in the selection of a career.
More and more textbooks are boco ing available for courses of this
nature. A well-organised and logical approach to the subject is sot
yfourth in "Occupations Today." Here, Ir. Brewer and i'r. Landy list
six steps as prerequisites to the student’s success in a given erraer.
Lefovor, irelty D., Archie M. Turrell, and Henry I. Weritzel,
rrinciples and Techniques of Guidance, The Ronald . ross, New York,
1^1*1, pp. ill.
y
Brower, John L.
,
and 3award Lauc^r, Occaptions Today, jinn and
Co., Boston, Hew York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Coin uus,
San Francisco, Toronto, London, l?ii3> pp. 377 •
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X, Discover ids interests and abilities*
2. Stock' the requiroarnta, c ; 'psrtunitlesp cond±-
oa.onr3 of work, arid rewards of occypaticml lifo*
3* Liakc a choice of a jaue-al xlbld of work end of
a spodflc vocation*
U* Prepare fbr t’:ic cfcoooii vocation*
S', iSako contacts for oecurlnj vaork.
6* l£&e suck neoeosary rjadjuotr.rentc on the job as
will establish hira a# a successful and satis-
factory woHcor.
Adequate fulfill:; ait of tboa- prerequisites de.ands, first of all,
a ganoral view of occipotior.nl opportunities* The "Dictionary of
jfQccu atioasl Titleo 1*^ sagjests 29,7U* diffaremt job titles.
Whan t’uo atudant tentatively chorxss a fiold of interest, lie is
roacb' to :x>ot bia socond prdbloa, which introdje : aolf^uialyoio, as
well as a c J'.pivshoei.ivo 3tudy of the career o jlsctod.
Where do;3 the student find the infer* ation : ecoasary to a con^lete
and vital analytic of !iio prospootivo work. ibixy career nor-ojrajhia
dealing with a wide varlot of ocoupationc aro n w availabio, Howevor,
although adirablo work lias boa* d :ix*# it has not boon possible thuafar
to condLotoly nd thorsxijiily catalogue all *f the 20,lh occupations
li3tod in the "dictionary.’’ Aocordin ly, xury fields nro rather
Patchily outlined in these a -aaarics. lafbrmtiem on lar ic careers,
for oxasple, is frequently crowded into a ‘few pagss of well.- osuing but
imdoqunte discussion of tho whole jaisut of exusical a.'sperionce*
dictionary of Occupational Titles, Parts I .and II, United
states dnployrjwit 3ervic o7 ^vnrraani
-
’
* rlntSKj Office,
boshlngtan, D. C., 1539.

3Consequently, a detailed view of individual careers in this field is
y
sadly needed. Meyer B, Cahn, in one of o r Music Educators Journals,
also emphasizes the need for research of this 3ort. He says:
"Sorely needed is an honest look at the
business of professional usic as it exists at
the latter half of the fifth decade of the 20th
century. With thousands and thousands of young
people journeying to New York and Hollywood for
music careers that simply do not exist, there is
an indication that too irany unrealistic pictures
of the music business prevail in many quarters.
Too many young people today are being prepared
for a social and professional future that is a
misty and impossible dream."
The following chapters present a guidebook of music careers -written
for, and to be used by, senior high school students, A comprehensive
picture of each music field has been presented in a manner designed to
make pleasant and attractive reading.
-
y
Cahn, Usyer 3.. "There is Uo Music Business," liisic Educators
Journal, April-Kay, l?u8, pp. 39-4*0.
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ISTIDD OF APPROACH
V/hat information should *^e included in a useful "diagram 11 of a
music career? lir, ifyers, in his "Principles and Techniques of Vocational
j/
Guidance, ^offered an interesting and practical solution to this
problem. Helpful data was also available in lir. Jones* "Principles of
2/
Guidance,- An amalgamation of the information secured from these
sources resulted in the folia,in j outline, which was used as a tentative
t
guide in discussing each field,
1. Inqportance of the Held,
(a) How it serves society,
(b) Opportunities available.
2. Nature of the work.
3. Professional rsonal qualifications necessary.
(a) Degree of talent,
(b) Physical qualities,
(c) . Degree of intelligence and stability.
(d) Personality traits,
li. Professional Preparation Heeded,
(a) Gonaral education and specific training,
(b) How and There fecial training can be obtd.no d.
y
Ityers, George E,, Principles and Techniques of Vocational
Guidance
,
ifcur av-Hill Book Co., Inc., Hew York and
-
LondSn, l^ul, pp. 377,
y
Jones, Arthur J., rrinciples of Guidance, NcGrav^-Hill Dook Go.
.
Inc., New York and London, lplib, pp.
'
592 ,
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5(c) Approximate cost,
( d) Scholarships available „
5, Opportunities for advancer Bnt,
(a) How to enter occupation,
(b) Age of entrance,.
(c) Principal related occupations in which one might
seek advancement.
6, Compensation,
(a) Beginning wage,
(b) Average earnings of experienced worker,
(c ) Excsptional earningo
•
7, Working conditions,
(a) Organizations among workers,
(b) Importance of membership in the above,
Articles by coipctent authorities in each of the fields represented
serve to insure the accuracy of the material reported in tho various
choptors
•
y
Peter IJykeina, well-known music educator and author of marry books
and articles in this field, was the source of much pertinent and
interesting information*
Authoritative data on the background and equipment of the accor.s-
/
panist was presented by Ashley Pettis, who has achieved no little
Jj Qykema, f eter w,, "Tho Hood of Teaching and Administrative Ability
in Teacher Training, with Suggestions as to How This Can Bo Guaranteed,
"
liusic Supervisors national Conference
,
Thirtieth Yearbook, pp. 85-9lu
V
Pettis, Ashley, '’The Accompanist’ s Background and Equipment,"
Etude, Volume 65, pp. 7/, January, 19U7.
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re., 'utat&aa as an acea-^-aitlst of fhco-JB artists, md -oso nasr holds a
position tha rxcict staff of Oofcs&la University#
Lucilia Vanwvjl/soloist of the Cities Borides Uadi© Hour of BBC#
2/
and IhBPtjaawt 3poake» radio and concort artist# offered reliable infor-
mation for the radio sin-jar sid concert artist#
Qualifiertloeac of tha radio instrume tailst were rather thoroughly
dlscnssod by Srrssot la Prado, ;Oil-K;xnm dLractor of research at HBC#
in hie "Broadcasting JUaie#*^
7
I2r# Iakov, mjic director of our cam &BZ
in Boston, procantod a great do:l of valuable aid -ortinait data can this
topic in liis coherences and discussions In the radio classes at
Boston University#
12r# &Icov, vl.o ie also an able corn ocor .-and arraag.»r# provided
snch etiiiulating iaat s*ial on radio composition# Information on how to
12/
publish a popular song caioo direct fro; the pun of iieliy Kroaaa,
srooic editor and chief arrrx
.
or of -ho Irving Borlin J ..isle Con. any
„
2/ Uiuru, Lucille, S’A Career in ~sidLo, n .jtude, Cdltod by
1. HooJbut, Valtuta £6, pu« 1L.3-14U# Kurch, 1938#
10/
Comfort, AnraboX, "Har&rot Speaks Bugg .ots 12*4\siBites for a
Career in itadio," Xtiide, Valium 53# p# 73:/, Ifcwedber# 193^#
30/
La .rado, jfimeet, Broadcasting Huaic, dneliart and Co#, Hew fork
and Toronto, 19ii7, pp# 2> ,
12/
Xrossa* Holey, '»> ubllahlng a repairer bo;g, B Stude,
8ditod by A# Comfort# Volume 64# pp# 1$I/, hopterbei^, 19Lr#

7
.
A personal interview with Blossom I. Hatihews, an editor and
editorial writer on the staff of the Christian Science JJbnotor,
supplied authoritative data on the journalistic requirements of tie
music critic,
131
Slliot lasirance, fnrto s young band leader who, at the age of
twenty—tv-ra, capture the band of the year*5 title awarded by "Look"
magazine, was the source of och interest!’ g anterial on dance band
musicians and their leaders, Prail ' hitman, who needs no introduction,
presented his ideas on the subject in his book. How to Do a Bend
Leader,
It should be understood that a guidebook such as the above is
intended for use in conjunction with professional guidance help 3 and
that it should not, in arvj way, take the pllace of aptitude and other
screening test results.
Itunfrence, SUxot, •lops at Piiventy~lvo—Requisite Qualities
£or a Careoi- in Popular I.iisic, ,T Htudo, edi au by G, Asklirid, Volume 66,
iy,
..hitman, Paul, and Leslie Lieber, How to Be a Band Leader,
Robert M, £fcBride and Co,, Hew York, pp. 177777*

8GENERAL QUALITIES REQUISITE TO A LUSIC GAIiESR
%
"Can I make a success of a career In music?” So many of our
prospective students esqpect an answer to this question#
Your college can give you various batteries of music aptitude
tests# But these, at best, arc inadequate; for they fail to take
the personal element into consideration. As a matter of fact, many
of our most successful musicians have done poorly on such examinations.
And, conversely, a great many students whose preliminary tests
showed much promise, have proved to be only mediocre musicians.
Although others can help you to evaluate your ability and talent,
the final decision as to your probable success in a music career must
come from you, and you alone.
How Can You Determine Your Fitness For The L.uaic Profession?
Only you can know yourself thoroughly; and the first and para*-
nount commandment in choosing a career in any field is—PHOT
THYSELF l Just for example, examine the follovdng qualifications
carefully and honestly#
Do you possess sufficient native ability and talent in music to
warrant your choice of 'usic as a career? Music demands certain
natural aptitudes, without which you can’t hope to achieve
raisical success. A generally intelligent person with only a little
^ musical talent should not studfcr for a music profession, lather
should he consider his music as an avocation, and thoroughly enjoy
it as such#
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9If you do possess real talent, you undoubtedly have attracted
the attention of authentically musical persons in the c otrraunity in
vriiich you live, Don' t be afraid to ask their advice.
Your oval school music supervisor should be able to help you
vdth an evaluation of your native music ability. He may be able
to give you various accredited tests of music aptitude, or make
arrangements for you to take them elsewhere.
If, having analyzed your talent honestly, you still feol that
you desire to make music your vocation, you must examine, jii3t as
carefully, your personal qualifications. Certain careers demand
definite personal charactristics, but there are a feu qualities
that arc essential to all music professions,
otardna,—Usntal and plysical stamina are necessary for
pursuance of any music career. The road to musical
success is a long and arduous one.
Personality
,
Social Competence
,
Appearance ,—An engaging
personality, the ability to be at home in any
social situation, and an attractive, clean-cut
appearance, are an asset to ary musician.
General Intelligence,—General intelligence is, of course,
essential to ary college student, and is especially
necessary to the music student, who should be
able to understand the intricacies of the music he
perforin.
’ ill To Succeed,—The will to succeed cannot be over-
estimated, toy of the most talented students
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fall to make the grade simply because they lack
ambition, perseverance. On the other hand, less
gifted students have achieved amazing success through
concentrated, faithful effort, high general
intelligence, and a deep love of music.
Ability To Accept Criticism.—Te all learn through just
criticism. The musician who can accept criticism
gracefully and profit by it, has already'
climbed the first step in the ladder of success.
If you feel that you possess, or can acquire* the above
characteristics, you are ready to think further of the career in
music to which your talent and personal qualifications are best
suited.
The following pages present pertinent information about a number
of careers in music.
er
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rusxe supervisor
If you love children, like to work with people, and possess
the ability to teach, as well as a variety of music talent—then
music education is the field for you! It is an undisputed fact that
music supervision requires extremely versatile personnel; and, since
the elevation of music to its rightful place as a necessary and
legitimate part of the public school curriculum, the need for
well-trained music supervisors has increased steadily 0 Today, public
school music is one of the healthiest branches of tlie music
profession.
Questions c oncoming various aspects of music supervision
freq ently puzzle beginning students. Information concerning sor.e
of the more vital and pertinent of these probler.s lias been included
in the follovring pages.
that Arc Some of t'~3 Professional and Personal -pealifications
Mecessary for a Career in I usic Education?
Both the professional and personal a alifications for
supervisors are becoming increasingly exacting. Progressive cities
and communities are demanding-—and r seeiving—better-trained teachers
of music.
Profess- — f. <ualifications
Music E^Xont and general Musicians ip.—These qualities
arc, of course, essential prequisites for a career
in music supervision, although a supervisor is not
c
12 .
expected to be a performing artist.
Ability to Teach.—Hot everyone can teach. Many
musicians have a vast store ox !<nowledge, but find
it difficult, if not impossible, to impart this
information to otters. Teach-in.;, requires a very
special type of ability. Sympathy, understanding,
humor, kindliness, patience, a genuine love of
children and t aching—these are the earmarks of a
good teacher and a good supervisor*
Knowledge of the ludiram ts of Singing and Voice Production.
This type of knowledge is indispensable to a
s pervisor, who must be able to sing veil enough for
all ordinary purposes of illustration, as well as for
choral directorship.
Ability as a Pianist.—The ability to play ordinary
accompaniment3 adequately is expected of any
supervisor.
Knowledge of the Tundarontals of ill Instruments .—
A
S ' ervisor s ould have a rudimentary workin
;
knowledge of all instrurnnts in both band and
orchestra. This includes playing and, most
important of all, tuning,
Progranaing.—The ability to arrange attractive and
effective programs constitutes one of the duties
of a supervisor.
Business and Administrative Ability ,—Produc tion of
operettas and other musical programs demands handling
(,
.
<
'
13
of tickets, publicity, and syriads of additional
details* A supervisor must be equipped to manage
all business and administrative, as well as artistic,
phases of a production,
personal C>ualific ations
The Ability to Uet Along •with People ,—This qualification
is indispensable to a supervisor, 3inee he deals with
students, teachers, administrators, and parents, and
must maintain balance and harmony in ids contacts
with t'^ese people.
Initiative ,—Initiative in discovering and fulfilling
music opportunities greatly influences tlie success
or failure of a supervisor.
Leadership ,—A supervisor must be efficient in
organization and leadership; for every phase of
music teaching demands these two qualities,
personali by .—There is no sat type of personality which
precludes success in the world of music education.
A supervisor who genuinely enjoys his work, and
possesses a sympathetic understanding of his
students, will not have any diffic Ities in this
direction.
And ren»3iibsr—tiiere is notiling more contagi us than real
enthusiasm! If a supervisor is eag^r to do good work, and
earnestly trios to provide the best music opportunities for his
N
students, he io almost sure to r ceive cooperation.

14
T.hat r-rofo ssional Preparation Is Required of a lusic Supervisor?
Lusic has at last bee one an established part of the school
^
curriculum. lore and more demands are made upon school music
organizations, and, consequently, upon their directors. It is,
therefore, extremely important that prospective supervisors receive
adeq ate training and background in music and in education
techniques.
!&>st supervisory positions require the satisfactory
completion of a four-year music course in an accredited university,
college, conservatory, or teacher’s college. Although other
degrees are acceptible it is best to work for a Bachelor of
Susie degree in an accredited college of music. Here, your
education will follow a definite, logical process.
Background.—All students acquire a rich, thorough background
in general musicianship, through intensive stuefy of
music history, analysis, theory, counterpoint,
instrumentation, and the like.
lethods .—As students master the groundwork in rTusic theory
and appreciation, they are "graduated” to methods
courses. Here they learn to teach the material
they have just absorbed.
i ractice Teaching.—Finally, students are given opportunity
to use their methods courses in supervised
practice teaching.
i
Iiscellaneons .—In addition to the above, students carry piano
credits until they pass the standard examination set
for music education majors. Class lessons in voice
* Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science, with ma..or in music.
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and in tb.3 major band and orchestral instruments
take care of s pervisoiy qualifications in this
line.
Sore of the lighter, but by no means unprofitable, moments in
a music education curriculum arc to be found in i ractice Orchestra
and Band classes. Oach student, after approximately fifteen class
lessons in a given instrument, plays that instrument in what is
called a practice band or orchestra. Although the first few
sessions soirew at r Dserble a :rbarnyard symphory'
,
there is much r :al
value to be derived from such work. In this situation, the
student encounters many of the sumo problems met by high school
pupils in their rehearsals. As a prospective supervisor, he learns
how these difficulties ary be met. 3xperien<?e s;'ch as this develops
the ability to foresee, and, perhaps, to avoid, many of the pitfalls
common to beginning supervisors.
Yes, many of your music courses will be fun. You will learn
to conduct; and you will practice conducting various types of
vocal and instrumental ensembles. Your methods classes will undoubtedly
prove as amusing and interesting as they are beneficial.
However, in music education, as in other fields, there is hard
work to be done. Iruch as you love mi sic, you rust be prepared to
work tirelessly and faithfully, if any degree of success is to be
acheived.
Is It difficult to Break into the Field of lusic Education?
Ho. The field of music education is a vast one, end there is
always room for a good supervisor.
r *
c.
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Most universities and colleges ;sainiain placement bureaus*
It is best for all graduating students to fill out applications
early in tho year, and be on call for interviews with superintendents.
Reliable teacher's agencies are to be found in most large
cities, and applications for positions Bay be Bade here, although
there is generally a charge of five par cent of the candidate's
first year’s salary.
The majority of graduating students accept positions as general
s ip rvisors in s all c oumunlties during t eir first year in the field.
Experience such as this way be used as a ste -pin, stone to a better-
paying position in a larger conmunity*
Hay a Supervisor Specialize in a Particular Branch of ?.fasic Education?
Yes. As in medecine, law, and other professions, there is room
in the field of music suprvison for s.ecializaticn. However, the
supervisor who specializes should not overlook a good general
background in all phases of tho field, .he following r ^present some
of tiie more co men areas into vildch music education may bo
divided.
1 .usic History
,
The >ry, aud Appreciation.—Larger school systems
often employ special teachers of these subjects.
Vocal and Choral Work .—Vocal work advances another field of
specialization, a d, in a large school system, may include
several voice-training classes as veil as the direction
of any choirs or vocal organizations in the school.
Instrumental '.ork .—’Vith the increasing importance of the
school orchestra and band, instrumental supervisors are
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very often in demand. Duties of s'x-.h supervisors
usually include the scheduling of any instrumental
instruction el-asses, in addition to complete charge of all
instrumental organizations nithin the school.
General ?£asic Suporvis '.on,—Many of the larger communities
employ general1- supervisors who take charge of all music
in the elementary schools—or the junior high sc ools—or
the high school. Smaller common!ties, in most cases,
maintain a general music supervisor who is responsible
for all the music in the entire school system. Such a
position is a real challenge to any music supervisor; and
there are few positions that afford a greater or warmer
sense of satisfaction.
hhat ab rot Malar! s?
Salary—one of the all-irportant q estionsj Ihe salary commanded
by the music supervisor is dependent on many things, a ong them the
geographic location of the community, its size, and the educational
policy of its school committee.
For the most part, in 19h9t beginning supervisors r-ceive
J2000- 2200 per year. This figure, called the minimum, ±3 raised
from one-hundred to one-hundred-anci-fifty dollars per year until
the maximum salary is reached. Tost school systems require their
teachers to participate in some kind of prof essional improves t
courses at least every three years; and in many cases, salaiy
incrennnts are depend mt on professional improvement. A candidate
T«ith experience and a master's degree, for exanple, nay expect a
..
.
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starting salary of between 2o00 and >3000, tr ile a director of nusic
in a veiy large school system may reach :£000- 6000 per year.
Yliat .Professional Organizations '-should a . usic Supervisor Join?
All supervisors of music should join the Music Educators
National Conference. Membership is open to anyone actively
interested in, or engaged in, music education at any grade level,
from kinder garten through college. I ary cities maintain ?tIn and
About” clubs, designed to promote meetings of music s ervisors for
lectures and discussions on current problems in the world of music
educ ation.
It is almost unnecessary to add that all s pervisors must keep
up vdth the musical times by constantly digesting the current
literature in the field.
The world of music makes many demands of its s pervisors. If
you are willing to ivo unselfishly of your energy, tire, and talent,
and if you possess a true love of children and of teaching, then the
field of music supervision needs you! Only experience, however,
can demonstrate tho warm satisfaction and real joy that ar : an inevitable
result of true service in the field of music education.
(4
.
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COMPOSER
Behind the scenes of every symphony concert, dance band, radio
3how, rovie, and stage musical, are found those all-irportant
individuals, the composer and the arranger* These are the people
who try to appease the musical appetite of an insatiable public*
Those who reach the top my claim the world as their oyster. All
the adulation of a hero-worshipping public is theirs. For those
who, by a quirk of fate or a dearth of talent, remain in obscurity,
there is neither fare nor fortune to be gained in this field.
If you arc interested in composition, it would be well to
stuefy- the following discussion of the qualifications and proble s
typical of this profession.
lhat Are Some of the Professional and Personal Quallfic ations
Essential to a Composer?
Ihisic composition now offers many fields of specialization.
In addition to "serious" work, new music is constantly in demand
for dance bands, radio dramas, ballets, movies, and stage musicals.
However, certain professional qualifications are basic in all
branches of composition.
Professional Quallficatuons
Theoretical Background.—Complete theoretical back tJround,
including harmony, counterpoint, instrumentation, and
orchestration, is absolutely essential to the composer,
no matter what his field of specialization.
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Knowledge of Instruments and Voice .—Ho composer wants to
'write music that can’t be performed^ For this reason
alone, composers should be thoroughly familiar with
the limitations, as ivell as the possibilities, inherent
in each instrument, and in th human voice.
Talent.—Hot all musicians possess the ability to co; :>ose.
The composer who lacks a natural talent far his
work is comparable to the singer viho has no voice.
Nor can any amount of 3tucty- a d applicati on, no matter
how diligent, supplant the necessity for this gift.
Personal Qualific ations
Physical otaulna.—Co: posers can’ t wait for inspiration!
Music, contrary to common belief, does not write
itself. It is bom of much hard work and practical
experience, as well as natural talent. Hie composer
who is unwilling or unable to dovote the tine and
energy nac ssary to such experience, should not
attempt to seek recognition in the field of
composition.
'ihe Radio Composer
Composition for radio demands many social personal
qualifications not basically essential to other areas.
¥ Ability to Hork Rapidly under Pressure .—Could you dash
off a complete original score for a half-hour radio
program in twenty-four hours? Although the radio
o;
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staff composer generally submits scores for only two
or three programs per week, emergencies such as the
atere frequently crop up; and the staff composer
must be able to cope vdth them efficiently.
Cooperation.—Speed and accuracy are synonymous with radio.
In order to got accurate production at the oft-times
incredible speed demanded, cooperation must be the
keynote in the efforts of all, including the composer.
Versatility.—Radio is a world of emergencies. Although
a composer may specialize in a given type of music,
he must, on occasion, be able to write adequately
in any idiom.
Adaptability.-—The radio composer’s soul is not his own.
Ho symphonies cone from his pen. '.That the script
writers demand, the composer writes. His work may
be sandwiched in between a commercial for Smith’s Tea
and a "soap box opera". Often, he must sacrifice
music "sense" for effect. (Of course the music
background must help Johnny fall down the cellar
stairs.) Ho, radio composition seldom allows the
inspiration to soar. Radio artists have their feet
firmly planted on the ground.
Knowledge of Radio Techniques
.
—Radio producers live vdth
a dollar sign before thoir eyes. To keep expenses
down, staff orchestras are kept to the minimum that
can be used with effect. Radio composers, therefore,
must write for vtfiatevsr instrumentation is available
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on a particular prograftj and even tie most 1ini 'ted
ensemble must be carefully scored to sound complete
and full. There are many microphone "tricka” that
can aid the composer. For this reason, he should
become thoroughly familiar with the mechanics of
radio production.
The Hovie Cosposer
The movie composer, too, must be able to turn out scor s with
rnchine-like speed and recision. ’^ell-known novie composer liaat
Steiner finds it not unusual to write an original score for a
complete film on less than three week 1 s notice,
V/liat Professional Preparation Is Necessary for a Career in Composition?
Don *t depend on genius! It is perfectly true that George
Gershwin started his career as a "song plugger" in New York at tho
age of sixteen. But although ho picked up a considerable knowledge
of nusic theory, he was never able to orchestrate as readily as
many of his colleagues.
So take your music education seriously! Get after those harmony
lessons! From Horton Gould, who can turn out symphonies and "boogie-
TfOogie ,, with equal facility, to Hoagy Carmichael, of "Star Dust"
fame, our present-day composers are, for the most part, products
of intensive study in music theory, either in collage or through
private lessons.
Hie student composer would best enroll as a candidate for a
Bachelor of Music degree with a major in composition.
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Music Background,—To write music, the composer should have a
"listening acquaintance” with a good part of the music
literature extant* Courses in music history and analysis
provide the student with a thorough background in 'this
field.
Composition*—Early studies give the student valuable
groundwork in nr isic theory, instruirsntation, and
orchestration. Increasingly difficult forms of
composition are practiced as students become proficient
in the fundamentals* Frequently, student compositions
are performed by university music organizations
,
Piano .—»riano stuefcr is required of all composition majors} and
special enphasis, of course, i3 placed on keyboard
harmony*
Do Students Find It Easy to Break into the Field of Composition?
Definitely notl The student who expects Ills graduation to
insure immediate success and prosperity in the field of conposition
is due for many years of disillusionment. Ho composer, especially
a beginner, should plan to support himself entirely on the proceeds
of his v/ork. Even the most experienced and artistically successful
composers find it expedient to accept positions as university
instructors, private teachers, arrangers, and the like.
Hoy/ Can a Composer of Popular Music Get a Start?
Don't send your songs to music publishers! Because of
plagiarism lawsuits from "would-be" song writers, most of those
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establishments (1) return all manuscripts unopened. There are tiro
•ways for tlie novice composer to insure publication of a "popular”
3ong. Get a local dance band to "plug” the song. Create a demand
for it locally. Then spread out. The old law of supply and demand
functions in the publishing business as in all others* If a tune
makes a hit with the public, music publishers will want to cash in
on it,
A less practical method of achieving the same result is the
process of "wanning the benches" in publishing houses. The
composer who is seen and recognized often snoudi may get a chance
to submit hi3 work to the right people.
Don’t be afraid to use any "pull" you can get. Noble sentiments
and personal independence are all vury nice; but let’s be practical;
The beginner who has many and varied acquaintances in the "popular"
music world may rise much faster than the recluse. Contacts are
important;
A single "hit" tuno can put a son c ; writer on easy street.
No longer must the con oser "warm the benches" in the outer office.
He has "arrived"
5 and his publishers are eagerly av/aiting his next
success. But beware; It’s back to the benches for the composer
who can’t maintain the standard set by his first attest.
Well, it all sounds wonderful; but what does the song writer
do while struggling to get his songs published? Years may pass
(1) Kressa, HeLny, (ed. A, Comfort) "Publishing a Popular Song",
Stude. Vol. 6U, pp. h9h/.
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before—and if—a tune is accepted, Why not try arranging? Jhs
popular dance band is the product of its arrangers as well as its
personnel* A good arrangement may yelld as much as seventy-five
dollars, with the proiid.se of a bonus, should the tune beeore a hit.
Many nnameu bands retain f i ll-time arrangers who command fabulous
salaries.
At any rate, do plan to carry on some activity in addition to
your composing.
How Can tfrie Composer of Serious Music Get a Start?
College bulletin boards frequently display notices concerning
contests open to young composers. Although the financial reward
may not be too substantial, the winner at least succeeds in having
his music published or performed; and this is no mean accomplishment
in the field of serious music.
In most cases, lowever, the obscure cocposar finds it extremely
difficult, if not impossible, to get his work performed. Aa—and
if—he becomes better-known, there may be some demand for
manuscript copies of his work. Even though the copying of the manuscript
costs him a considerable sum, the conposer feels that getting his
music before the public is worth the price and the effort. Then
comes the day when the composer at last has some of his work accepted
by a publisher. Now he may reap the fruits of his toil. No?; he
may expect returns from his royalties and performance rights. But
vriiat happens? Performances of his work fall off. Since performers
must now rent scores and parts, and pay performance rights, they are
no longer interested. There is plenty of music to be had for the asking.
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lid* Hie life of a composer is neither an easy nor a lucrative
one 5 and the composer of serious music would do well to plan on
sorae other music activity for a steady income. positions as
university instructors have fulfilled the need of many of today* s
leading corposers. Darius Milhaud* Walter Piston, Paul Hindemith,
and Roy Harris, have all turned to tills field.
What about Radio and Movie Composers?
Both the radio and movie industries offer full-tine e.aploynent
for the experienced and versatile composer. Film producers,
however, are extremely hesitant about using composers who lack
experience in vuriting for drama. Only the student who can produce
*
a documentary film of some sort, stands a j3 od chance of securing
a position.
'.’/hat Does a Composer lam?
Most of the composer's income is derived from two sources.
Publisher's royalties may be great or email, depending on the sale
of the music • Generally, a composer receives ten per cent of t lie
retail price charged for each piece. Thus, a single "hit" tune,
\
selling a million copies, may make a fortune for its composer.
"Serious" music, however, seldom attains such record sales, end,
accordingly, brings in only a moderate royalty fee.
Msnfoership in A3CAF—American Society for Composers, Authors,
and Publishers—enables the composer to collect foes for commercial
* This type of film is not created for commercial reasons. Its
interest is purely experimental.
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performance of his work, and protects his work from unauthorized
performance for profit.
Radio stations, for exarple, gen -rally pay a yearly sum to
A3CAP for a blanket license to perform any composition by any
composer in their catalogue. Foes are then distributed
appropriately among A3CAP rancors. Size of the returns is dependant
on the reputation of the composer, his standing in the society,
and the number of times his work is performed.
If you have talent, compose to your heart’s content! The
revrards of your creative ability trill be groat in terms of personal
satisfaction, even though your pockets may not bulgB with tho
financial returns. So go to itj But do be sure to have more than
one iron in the firo.
c
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cone 5 IT ARTIST
To nan
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of us, the concert artist represents the very
pinnacle of music art. The world of music is his world; and with
it oes the adulation of a music-loving nblic . However, colorful
and varied as the life of a concert artist r ay be, the novice should
consider, too, the long years of practice, and the disappointment
and discouragement that are frequently a part of the road to success
in t is branch of the music profession*
For students who aspire to fame in the concert field,
discussions of many of the more important aspects of this career
have been included in the following pages.
What Instruments Offer host Opportunity in the Concert World?
Although most standard instruments play a vital, and indispensable
part in the complete 3yrphony orchestra, not all instruments lend them-
selves easily to concert work. For examr le, it is rather diific It to
imagine a f 11-length concert by an oboist or a sousaphono player. The
very nature of these instruments discourages solo work. Although the
tonal quality of the oboe may produce an a :tre sly effective interlude
or solo passage in a symphony, it is not by itself conducive to ,flong,T
listening. And the sou3aphon3
,
important .as it may be to the general
effect of a band ensemble,
:
resents similar difficulties, as fhr as solo
or concert work is concerned.
Thus the concert field may be li ited almost entirely to instruments
such as the violin, cello, piano, and, of course, the human voice.
What Qualifications Should a Concert Artist Fos ess?
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Professional Quailfic ations „
Technical Proficiency 9—nothing less than the absolute oak
of technical facility should satisfy the concert artist,
and long years of consistent, concentrated effort and
practice are the only media through t.idch this nay be
accomplidie d.
Musicianship ,—All musicians should understand and appreciate
the music they perform, but this qualification is especi-
ally Important to the concert artist, Music history,
theory, and harmonic analysis are only a few areas
which should prove extremely helpful to the prospective
concert artist in developing a comprehensive music back-
ground.
Versatility,—The concert artist who is capable of performing
in more tlian ore medium achieves more real popularity
than the artist whose talent is restricted to one field.
Jose Iturbi, for example, is equally at hone in the
worlds of Bach ->nd •’boogie-woogie, n Ti ls fact,
coupled with an engaging personality, brought him
contracts with movie producers. Through movies, his
playing reacted millions who never would have heard him
in the concert hall. He became an idol of the American
public. Recordings cf his music made unprecedented sales.
Versatility paid off I
Personal QualiUcati ons .
Personality Showmanship ,—A roll-known concert artist played
at ono of our military hospitals during the recent World

3o.
War, Despite -any requests from his audience, he
refused to alter his pre-arranged . rograa. Flawless
as his porforna .ce was, in a technic;! manner of speaking
the boy- were not with him; for ho had failed to establish
the rapport that is so essential for the sympathetic
meeting of tho artist and hi listeners.
Jascha Heifetz lot a- .layed before these sa ;o :en.
His first rrunber was attractive and simple , designed to
capture the interest of all. He then announced that ho
would lay a very dry, technic :JL number; and hoped,
since it was one of his favorites, t’nat they would boar
with hi 1 even -thought hoy might not r.njoy it. The men
listened and loved itl Lany of then had never heard of
Bach, and 3ome nrLj^vt have scoffed at such music 5n other
circumstances; but the disarming personality of the
artist had ropared them to enjoy his music—and enjoy
it they did! Dozens of requests were played tirelessly
in the 3uii3 friendly spirit. Tills was shcrcnanship and
personality at its best. It illustrates perfectly that
"oneness" of urposo which must be present between the
successful artist and his audience.
Health.—rreparation for a career in th- concert world neces-
sitates years of rigid and exacting ractice. Therefore,
excellent pli^ sical condit: on is definitely essential to
success as a concert artist. The sensitive personality
finds it difficult, if not impossible, to adjust to the
-.
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diaappointi ,:.nts and hards ips v/ ich . :ay frequent
the life of the c ncert risician. Siootional stability,
than, is a trait to 'oe c .ltlvated by all •ospective
: arbors of t Is irofession,
.
oiso«— Vudlanc 3 reflect tv e poise of the p-r'forr--or,
Il3rv visness and insecurity in the artist create
tenseness and irbarrassrront in tie audience* On the
sober hand, the t_ iet confidence a A ^assuring
personality of a 3oloist ray inaiediatoly set trie
ublic at ease, and encourage comfortable listening*
Appearance*—A_rearance is inportantl The public expects
the cone rt artist -o be well— ooned and e aculate,
A nov;ly—organised civic t one art association in
a s; all co> . unity engaged a oell—ki OTvn 3in^or as its
"attract n of the year,” Inch tire and expanse vent
into preparation for the event, and everyone
enthusiastically awaited li r appearance.
Inch to the disappoint nt of all, their soloist
was not the attractive ureabur-:; advertised in tie
circulars* A shabby valvot gown .vas offset by a
hairdo t at load obviously seen better days.
The audience felt, .justly perh ps, that the
artist had considered her engager nt uniriportant*
For many, the evening was "tarnished, " if not actually
spoiled.
So, even though clothes may be an expensive item,
do look as attractive and neat as possible.
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What Preparation Is Essential for a Concer t Artist?
Technical proficiency can be acquired through intensive
private stucty with a good teacher* However, truly authoritative
performance of : usic is possible only when it is supported by a
comprehensive iusic background* The concert artist ust understand
the compositions lie performs in order to satisfy Ills own music
conscience as well as the demands of a discriminating public*
Sducation such as tills is best acquired tlirough concentrated study
at an accredited music college.
Background*—Students in all departments of a music college
receive thorough training in music theory, harmonic
analysis, history, and related subjects*
liajor Instrun nt or Voice .—whether the stud nt*s ain int rest
is voice or an instrument, the careful guidance of
qualified instructors v.ill help him to constantly develop
and perfect hi3 talent.
Undergraduates in smsie collages frequently perform
in student rocitalo and assemblies throughout their
college years, while seniors in the applied rusic field
are generally afforded an opportunity to display their
talent in a fall-length recital or concert.
Poos the Concert Field YVolcone Nowcomers?
Thousands of potential cone rt musicians ar; graduated from
our colleges and universities each year, that happens to them?
Somewhere along the way they ari lost. ‘The competition is keen
—
stiff r, perhaps, than in any other music field* Few of even the
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most talented graduates reach the acre of success th t is ©pitora.£9d
by Heifetz, Horowitz, Pinza, and other "imaortals" of the concert
world. Positions such as these people raintain are relegated only
to the greatsst of the great,.
However, there is a > ace for the "lesser light" in the concert
field. With the growth of civic concert associations, many skilled
singers and instrumentalists have opportunity to re-create the works
of the masters for people in communities unable to afford the personal
appearance of a Marian Anderson or a Fritz Kreisler. Although the
remuneration may not amount to a great deal, the musician rakes a real
contribution to his own musical growth as well as to that of the
coranunity in which he performs.
How Does the Concert Artist Break into His Field?
There is always room at the topi But not all ooncert artists
know how to get there.
Assuming that he has the proper skill and talent, the prospective
concert artist must get his rnisic before the public. In no other way
can he learn to foel the pulse of his audience, to establish that
sensitive bond of understanding between himself and his listeners.
Nor can he, without practice, acquire the poise and assurance that
makes his public perfectly at ease and realty to enjoy hi3 music.
Trfhere does the beginning concert musician get his experience?
Churches, student recitals, and meetings of var ious local organizations
provide regular channels for employment. No engagement is too
hunt)In and no fee is too small.
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Students interested in service to society ay r jist r at
led Cross entertainment kedkiuarters. These organizations send
volunteer musicians to znaity of our rilitary and vet rans 1 hospitals.
For patients in those institutions, the war is not, and never v*ill
be, over. Thoir battle now is with illness, but their need for
high morale is creator than ever before. usic can and does help.
During the war, a .gifted soloist did an auditorium show in
one of our military hospitals. By request, her concluding number
was Schubert’s "Avo 1'oria. n As the selection drew to a close, one
of the patients leaned toward the nurse who stood by his wheelchair,
and spoke a fev; wo ds of appreciation. He spoke only three words;
but those wards were th • 'wt he had uttered since he had been woundedi
Experiences such as the above point out the true worth of
music talent.
It is generally conc eded t' at few artists succeed without
outside help; and this is where the concert manager makes his
appearance. It is hi3 business to know about bookings for artists,
and to steer his clientele toward these opportunities,
' hen the student has acquired a variety of concert experience,
and fe els that he is rcadty- to progress toward a id, her goal, he may
contact a concert manager. But the novice should beware of the
management which cannot produce engagements 1 fhe rating of any
agency should be checked before a contract is signed.
Bookings provid 'd by smaller managing agencies seldom pay
enouiih for living expenses. Consequently, most concert artists rust
have soie other regular avenue of remuneration. However,
engagements vdth a good sr all management may pave th.; way toward
.
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recognition by the larger agoicies, And it is v.rith these big concerns
that the top-ranking artists -work.
There are several v/aya of gaining recognition in the concert
world, Perhaps the best way is to give a recital, and ubidt your
talent to the newspaper critics# However, concerts are an expensive
ite, Ti*e ninimun cost for a recital in liar. York’s Town Hall is g7£0. (1)
A recital in Carnegie Hall amounts to approximately OH 0. Unless the
student has a 'wealthy benefactor, these sums are geiorally prohibitive.
However, there are contests open to students of unusual ability. Each
year, for oxamplo, tlie ITau.burg Foundation in Hew York awards a Toon
Hall recital to some deserving performer, Winners are chosen a3 the
result of carefully judged competitions, and nil expenses for the
recital are assumed by the Foundation. V.illiani Kapell, v;inner of this
contest in 19hl, is now able to work through one of the largest and
best concert managements.
Papular radio stars frequently find it possible to make good
concert bookings. Oscar J.evant, for example, lias little difficulty in
arranging a concert tour. His talent, though considerable, is
certainly not equal to that of Iturbi or rtubinstoinj but his radio
personality has given him a public appeal that does rauch to insure his
success in the concert field.
hhat Does a Concert Artist Earn?
Top billing nets a more than generous financial background for the
concert artist. However, few musicians reach the point where they can
command ^000-^.^000 a performances, At best, only a handful of artists
(1) Johnson, Harriet.
,
Your Career in Music, E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc..
N. I., l$Wi, 319 pp.
c .
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maintain such a rating* The majority of concert musicians work in a
much lover bracket* Small ?. anagunents often ‘sell" their artists for
fifty dollars a erfonmnco. Seldom does the ordinary artist support
himself entirely on the procoods from his concert work. -.any soloists
turn to teaching and other related fields for regular subsistence.
Suranary *
Tho career of a concert artist somewhat rc serblos an obstacle course
in an arry training ca^p 5 for success in this field raeons overcoming
one hurdle after another. The acrid ay recognize skill; but it loves
tho artist v1k> can co;±>ino skill, musici ansidp, and an engaging personal-
ity. The concert artist rcast "click” with both tho xi>lic and the news-
paper critics. Unfavorable reaction in either direction can put c
definite quietus on the Most promising of careers. T us, failure in
tho concert field moy not always be traced to incov etance. The goddess
of luck often pis, s a significant oart of the proceedings l
Since many artists are forced to turn to related music fields for
a steacfy' ircomo, the vise student will prepare for this contingency
during hi . coll ge years* For example, tic student who teach should
prepare himself adoquat ly for this work.
Stutfy" for a career in the concert vd rid if you feel that you
possess tie necessary qualifications; but do plan some means of earning
a supplementary income as veil*
.
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RADIO MUSICIAN
Radio—ono of the most fascinating and, without doubt, most
exacting of the misic professions. Here no flowers, beautiful back-
drops, or effective costumes can divert tho publics attention f oil
a discrepancy in diction or tone. Radio demands perfection; and
the artist who is not equipped to deliver a flawless performance,
should not attempt a career in radio.
Many students are eager to learn about opportunities available
to musicians in the field of radio. The following pages discuss,
briefly, information that seems most tirely and valuable.
ffaat Type of Musician Does Radio Heed?
Singing and orchestral work provide the most promising fields
in radio. Since the majority of programs seldom feature
instrumental S0I03, there is little demand for musicians in this
line.
Yfaat Professional and personal Qualifications Are Essential to a
Radio Singer?
Professional
Talent.—
-No amount of practice, no natter how diligent, can
cover the lack of a natural, God-given voice. Nor,
conversely, does native talent obviate the necessity
for unceasing effoirt and stucy.
Technique
.—Time means money] In radio, orchestra men are
*
,
*
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often paid by the hour. Rehearsals, for this
reason, are notoriously short. Studio directors
» have no time to ‘waste on the singer whose voice
is not under perfect control at all times.
Diction.—Radio audiences see none of the distractions
accompanying the singer on the stage. Hence, from
the radio public's viewpoint, there are no
extenuating circumstances for flaws in diction,
A mistake now and then may be forgiven, but too
marry discrepancies in a single performance inevitably
spell disaster for the radio career of the singer.
General LSusicianship .—Music directors must produce fresh,
new programs in incredibly short spaces of time.
The ability to read music with ease and understanding
is, therefore, an absolute "must'’ for radio singers.
Personal Qualifications
Mental Alertness ,—Speed and accuracy are necessary in
radio production. The time devoted to rehearsal
may well be only one-tenth the period alotted in
ordinary circumstances. There is no room for the
"slew-poke" in radio. Quick thinking and immediate
reaction to suggestions are positively essential to
a singer in this field,
T Ability to Get Along with People.),—There is no time for
tenp Tranent in radio. The terrific pace at which
these people work derands cooperation from everyone.
The singer who can relax and keep his sense of
t.4
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humor at a tense mo
’
neat, stands a better-than-arerage
chance of radio success.
Personality.—Audiences in a concert hall can’t turn a
dial and discontinue a selection they don't enjoy
3
but radio a diene as can—and doj The radio public
is notoriously frank, and not at all bashful about
contending—or e endsming—a new vocalist.
Just what is this quality that makes a radio
listener want to hear imre? Some people call it
personality* The radio singer's voice must reflect,
and project over the air, warmth, vitality, charm,
friendliness—and, most important of all, sincerity*
t
Physical Stamina,—Radio life, with its unusual hours
and intensive rehearsal and program schedules,
requires the best of physical condition,
Vvhat Professional and Personal Qualifications Are Essential to a.
Radio Instrurentalis
t
?
Professional Qualifications
General litsicianship .—Radio musicians are constantly
reading new music. Short rehearsal schedules rake
it imperative that they do so intelligently and with
facility. Thorough background in theory and har.mory
help the radio musician to cope with the many
instrurasntal emergencies that are a part of his daily
work.
,O'
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Versatility,—All large radio networks maintain a staff
orchestra. From this nucleus, the music director
draws personnel for a symphony orchestra, a dance
band, a string ensemble, or any instruxmntal
c orebination that happens to be needed at the time.
Radio, therefore, demands of its musicians, not only
the sene degree of polish and technic.si proficiency
required of the symphony man, but the ability to
play adequately in ary idiom, popular or classic.
Radio producers hive to be prac tic all They
must think in terras of dollars and cents as veil as
art. Therefore, staff orchestra personnel has to
be kept to the minimum that can be used with effect.
For this reason, the musician who can do a better-
than-average job at doubling on any or all of a
"family" of instrum 3nts, is the answer to a music
director '
3
prayer.
Personal Qualifications
hental Alertness .—Radio programs are timed to the second
during rehearsals. However, emergencies are
inevitably cropping up, and the radio musician must
always be alert to signals for cutting or "stretching"
a 3core. Chang s and corrections are frequently made
at a moment's notice, and the radio instrum ntalist
must react prorptly and efficiently to such innovations.
.
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Ability to Gat Along with People »—Radio i usie requires
constant a d concentrat d attention. Accordingly',
petty diffic lties must be left outside the studio,
A genial personality and a genuinely cooperative
attitude do much toward malting an instrumentalist
a welcome addition to the radio "family, ’’
Physical Stamina .—Most music professions demand the best
of physical conditions and radio is no exception.
The constant need to be on the alert, and the
persistent cry for speed plus accuracy, rake life trying,
at times, for the most hardy individual,
V/hat Special Preparation Is necessary' for a Career in Radio Music?
Ibre and more musicians aro learning their musical A B C’s
in our music colleges. Ability to sing or filmy is no longer
sufficient. The radio musician, especially, must be familiar with
symphonic literature, with the styles of the various composers.
In order to perform adequately, bo must have an understanding of the
music he plays. And this education is best acquired through
concentrated stucty- in an accredited music college.
Radio musicians would do well to enroll as applied music razors,
and study for the degree Bachelor of Music,
Background.—Students in all departments of a music college
receive a thorough background in the fundamentals of
music history, theory, harmony, and trie like.
Radio Courses ,-—Many universities own and operate F M radio
stations, producing student broadcasts a number of hours
»-—
•n.
-
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each day. Students with an ©ye to a career in radio music
should elect as many courses in the radio division as possible,
in order to develop a understanding of the fundamentals
of radio production and ‘hiLka" technique.
Major Instrument or Voice .—'.'.hother the stud nt’s inajor is voice
or an instrument, he will, throughout his college training,
be constantly improving and developing his talent under
the best of supervision.
Applied music stud-nts often appear in student recitals,
seniors in this field generally have opportunity to
perform in at least one full-length recital.
In addition, students my apply for rre rborship in the
various vocal and instrumental organizations maintained
by the college or university.
How Docs a Singer Break into Radio Music?
’.Tell, Sir—it isn*t easyl Radio networks have little room, if
any, for the novice. The vory essence of radio music is a
cocbination of speed and perfection which no youngster can hope to
achieve without experience.
So the most practical advice for ary beginner is, get experience
J
TVe then come to the sixty-four-doll or question—where? 1'f radio
networks do not employ beginners (and they seldom do) how can the
student make a 3tart? The answer is to be found in the local radio
station.
Radio network broadcasts differ from local productions in rary
ways. The radio network services the entire nation, and must bo
I
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$3sirsd to the tastes ox people thr >ugfaout tho country* Adequate
financial backing and advertising contracts make possible
expensive entertainment by celebrated artists, symphony orchestras,
"name" bands, and the more popular song idols*
Local stations, on the other hand, service comparatively smll
areas* Their financial resources do not permit the hiring of
expensive, celebrated artists and ensembles* For tills reason, local
stations are often disposed to use the novice who can measure up to
radio standards.
There is usually Little difficulty in securing an audition at
a local station* And, if the audition is successful, and tlie studio
decides to use the applicant, there is no bettor way to get a
thorough background in the fundar :ntaLs of radio production.
Apprentices soon learn the essentials of "nd-ke'' technique,
studio rehearsal routine, music clearance, and other aspects of
radio life, then the student can boast some experience and
adequate background in radio techniques, he is read(y for an audition
in one of the larger networks*
Is It Difficult for a ;tGraduate H of a Local Radio Station to Secure
an Audition at a Big Network Station?
No, Radio networks try to be very fair about granting
auditions. Candidates should submit credentials, including
newspaper clippings, records of programs in which the applicant has
participated, anchor raconaendations from musicians of outstanding
calibre, A statement concerning the education and musical
background of the candidate should be included*
%
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If the application -warrants an interview, an appointment nay
be isade with the director of audit! ons, And, if this Interview
f Ifills the promise of the application, aa audition will be arranged.
What Is the General Procedure at a_ Aadio Audition?
Candidates for auditions are usually allowed a fifteen—irdnute
warm-up period. Export engineers and production men are on hand
to offer any technical advice that seeres necessary. Actual
audition tima, in most cases, lasts up to fifteen minutes, and choice
of program is left entirely to the individual. Judges of auditions
do not see candidates. Auditions are broadcast to otter parts of
the studio, so that judges may hear the performance unbiased by the
personal appearance of the candidate.
At the conclusion of the audition, reports from the various
judges are placed on Hie, These reports generally include the
applicant's name, age, experience, and the judicial consents or
suggestions for iirprovem -nt.
Few first auditions are considered utter failures. Candidates
who can show reasonable evidence of stuefy or inprovement may be
granted a second, third, and occasionally even a fourth chance.
Even a successful audition may not result in an immediate
opportunity for a radio engagement. This does not necessarily
reflect on the talent or ability of the performer, however, A lack
of free time on the air, inadequate accompaniment, the need for a
different type of voice—ary of these may postpone the candidate* s
debut.
%1
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'That about Fees for Radio Singers aid Instrumentalists?
Singer,--No beginner should expect big f es for radio
—
- T.-T
performances. Many local stations, as a matter of fact,
consider the experience remuneration enough. In any case,
the novice should not plan to live on his radio earnings
alone, until ho has acquir d a radio following, and there
±3 some demand for his services,
A F R the American Federation of Radio Artists,
is the union for radio singers, announcers, actors, and
technicians, ItLnimura fees for single engagements,
temporary vork, and regular employment, are listed in the
records of tills organisation.
Instrumentalist ,—Minimum fees for radio instrumentalists come
under the jurisdie ticn of the American Federation of
Musicians, This organisation has negotiated agreements
with the main networks and vdth the local stations,
concerning wages for radio musicians,
Rates in both unions vary in the different locals. Generally,
fees are higher in and about the larger amusement centers such as
Hew York and Chicago, All in all, hov.ever, students will 11nd the
situation in radio much the same as it is in other professions. The
average musician may earn as much as the average lawyer or doctor.
Only top-flight performers receive the "big money" that is so often
associated v«lth radio music.
There is no doubt about it. Radio music is a fascinating
profession. Despite the fact that th-y invariably eat, sleep, and
drink radio at all hours, devotees of the profession are wont to
confess that they love it.
t
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ACC ,LL ANI3T
Life behind the scenes J An exciting life, a satisfying one,
but an existence apart from the spotlight, tlte JLamour, arid the
adulation focused on the soloist—this is the lot of the professional
aecoirpacist.
Solo playing and acc onpanying are two distinct artsj and each
demands very special personal and professional q alificaticns,
excellent soloists do net necessarily acco: paiy well. Nor do all
fine acconpardsts achieve success in the field of s-lo work.
Students interested in the art of accorpanying often indicate
a desire to laiow ’sore about the opportunities to be found in this
field* A discussion of several ox the more important problems is
included in the following pages.
T/hat Professional and Personal, ijuali ficati ons Are Necessary to £
Successful Accompanist?
Professional
Technical Proficiency .—Many an excellent soloist lias
been bogged down by inadequate, stumbling
accompaniment. On the other hand, it is not
unusual to hear a soloist of mediocre ability
buoyed up and sustained by admirable support from
the piano* FOr thi3 reason, the accompanist who
can demonstrate the technical proficiency of the
concert pianist is much in demand*
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Ability to Si..jit-road.—Seldom is an accompanist allowed
adequate rehearsal tine* More often than not, the
music is handed to the pianist just prior to his
appearance on the stage,. Small wonder it is,
then, that people in this field need a special flair
for note-perfect, fluent sight-reading.
Ability to Transpose .—Radio staff accompanists
especially (and other accompanists to a lesser
degree) must often transpose a new sheet of music
at sight. Thus, the ability to transpose is a drill
to be highly developed in the professional accompanist.
General Music Background.—The accompanist v;bo
understands the intricacies of harmony, who can
reco^iize counter melodies and rhythmic
peculiarities and treat them artistically and
unhesitatingly, stands a good chance of success
in the -world of accompaniment.
Reading Knowledge of Languages .—For those who propose to
accompany concert artists, a reading knov/ledge of
38V ral languages (French, Italian, and German in
particular) Is almost indispensable for intelligent
and sympathetic accompaniment.
Personal Qualifications
Mental Alertness
.
—Extreme eoncentrati an is absolutely
essential to an accompanist. At all times, ho must
be alert to the solo part as well as his own. Many
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an accompanist has saved the day for a soloist by
unobtrusively hastening the tempo where a breath
was needed, or by performing some like service
promptly and intelligently.
Hodo sty ,—There is no room in the field of accompaniment
for the egotist* The acconpanist must maintain,
on the stage, at least, a modest demeanor entirely
out of keeping with the musical responsibility of
his position. The person ?<ho is unable or unwilling
to assume this role should not plan to enter the
field of accompaniment.
Poise .-—Nervousness and insecurity of any kind create an
atmosphere of strain 3rd eibarrassmmt in an
audienco. On the other hand, over-confidence or
imperiousness may cause uneasiness, too. Therefore,
a poised, quietly confident, unassuming stage
presence is ideal for the accompanist*
rftiat Professional. Preparation Is Required of an Accompanist?
Uary good accompanists do not have college educations. Most
of them, however, have acquired a thorough knowledge of harmony and
counterpoint, and, through long playing experience, have become
familiar with much of the literature commonly used by soloists.
In spite of the above, a college background is definitely
advisable, "he importance of a thorough music background cannot
be over-estimated, sad the best place to secure this is in an
accredited college of music.
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Background,—All students receive a more than generous
backgro.uid in theoretical sbjects such as harmony,
countsrpoint, and the like. Intensive stuc^r of music
history jives the student a glimpse into t e intricacies
of style and composition effected by the great masters.
This, in turn, promotes better understanding and more
intelligent performance of the music literature nhich
the accompanist will be playing.
Accompanying,—Ibst music colleges offer courses in supervised
accorpani^nont. In addition, there is always opportunity,
in a anisic college, for ezporience in ac.coapaajdng, voice
students are only too glad to practice vdth an
accceoiianist, Uaiy voice teachers offer part-time
employee, t to tho accompanist Trtio can officiate adequately
at lessons. And, for the specially gifted accompanist,
there nay be opportunity to accompany university music
organizati ^ns,
riano ,—Throughout their college training, students stuefcr
their major instrument vdth the beat of instructors,
constantly Improving their technique, and giving special
attention to development of the ability to sight-read and
transpose that is so indispensable to a pod
professional accompanist,
Hou Does the Accorpanist Get His Start?
The first stop is
—
playl Play as rujch and as often as you can.
If no soloist is available, play alone. Develop that sight-reading
X
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ability! The "golden rule*1 for accompanying is much the same as
that of the theatre—TEH 7 ‘"ffi HJ3T GO OH I If a phrase seems too
difficult, simplify it or skip it; but go on! Don’t let any
n :rber of mistakes stop you or slow t at tcrpo. And read all the
music you can find*
If transposition presents any problems, practice it! Begin vdth
simple hynm tunes and progress to more difficult music.
It is not hard to secure ordinary -work as an accompanist. College
placement bureaus and bulletin boards are full of requests for
accompanists. Don’t be afraid to take a job, no natter how
insignificant it may seem. And always perforin to the best of your
ability a: d understanding, Even the most humble engagejjsnt nay serve
as a stepping stone to something bigger and better.
Theatrical agencies, too, are often able to give students
leads to ux>re raisinally stimulating opportunities.
Or, you may -want to audition for work as a staff accompanist
*
for a radio station. Radio work demands a versatility not
ordinarily enc aunt- red, however; for the staff musician, along with
tlie ability to sighb-read or transpose almost anything, must be a
3oloist in his own right, able to ’’fill in" during radio emergencies
with lausic in either the popular or classic idiom.
That Does an Acco panist Earn
?
It is well to state, at t xe outset, that few musicians make a
living on acc orpanying alone. Frequently, these people turn to
teac ing and other lulated music fields to insure a substantial
* For information on audition procedures, see chapter on radio music
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living wage*
Only the extraordinarily gifted accoqpanist receives year-
round compensation for ;iis services. Sore concert artists, f r example,
retain full-tine accompanists, who, in addition to t sir musical
activities and responsibilities, often serve as secretaries or
representatives. adio, as stated above, offers steady work for the
unusually gifted accompanist.
Remember always—in your grasp is the pov/er to rake or break a
soloist. Give untiringly of your best, rhe rewards will be
great in terns of personal satisfaction, even though the financial
returns nay prove negligible.
C T
_____
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DAITC3 BAUD HJSICIAH
Glamour—iriisic—romance; This is the popular picture of the
dance band musician* Fell-groomed, attractive, smiling, lie represents
to his public a life apart from the everyday, humdrum existence*
Hovraver, a glimpse into the background shows us that all is
not glitter and fun for the band instrumentalist. Fen people
realize the rigid training necessary to produce a top-notch
performer, For is the piibl ic avars of the rugged hr-- us, vjearisoi:©
travel, and gen ral disconfort suffered by those people, that they
may create this glorified illusion*
True, there is an ele' nt cf excite ont in the lif: of a
dance band musician5 but ; oat inotruc;.mta? Lets admit qi ite readily
that the life is not an ea'y one.
Beginning students frequently express a desire to know ora
about various aspects of this rofossion* A discussion of tlie •
more vital and r -devout problems is included in the following
pages.
that Are Some of the Professional and Personal glaltflcatlon3
Sssentlal to a Good Dance Band Musician?
Professional Qualifications
General Musicians ip *—"Ids is a definite "rust" for a
dance band musician* A top-flight band instru-
mentalist needs a thorough background in har.uony,
tl'ieory, and the like, in order to be equal to
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any instrumental ©'"©regency.
Technical Proficiency,—-Most "name" bands demand of
their musicians the same dog ree of polish and
technical proficiency required of a symphony man.
In addition to complete mastery of his instrument,
however, the band instrumentalist rust have a
"feeling" for popular musie.
Versatility,—Ability to double adequately on a second
ins truraent is distinctly advantageous to a band
instrumentalist, Tho musician who can do a better-
than-average piece of work in doubling on ary or all
woodwinds or brasses, for example, is much in
demand.
Another evidence of the need for versatility
lies in the fact that a band musician must be as
good a soloist as he is an enserfcle nan—and vice-
versa,
l
Personal Qual-iflcations
Youth,—It’s a young man’s world! Unlike many professions,
where age and experience bring assurance of security,
middle ags to a dance band musician means the start
of a new and different way of life. The very essence
the world of entertainment is gayety, youth, glamour!
*•" So the older band instrumentalist roust give way to
youth, unless he possesses such personality or
showmanship that he becomes endeared to the public.
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and maintains his status through popular demand.
Even then his existence is a precarious one, subject
4r to the whims and vagaries of a public notorious for
its changes of enthusiasm and love of novelty.
Personal Attractiveness.—-Good looks, although a distinct
advantage to any dance band musician, are secondary
to what, for want of a better term, we shall call
personal attractiveness. A magnetic, extroverted
personality, and an abundance of life, energy, and
good will, are absolutely essential to a truly
successful band instrumentalist.
Ability to Get Along with Others.—Eerisers of dance bands
work together for nary long hours, both in rehearsal
and performance. On tour, they are tlirown together
for almost twenty-four hours every day. Here, where
late hours, lack of sleep, and uncomfortably crowded
quarters are naturally conducive to jumpy nerves
and quick tempers, it is obviously important that
the r.en maintain harmony with each other as well as
in their music.
Physical Stamina .—Hie life of a band instrumentalist is
quite evidently not an easy one. Excellent
physical condition is absolutely necessary for
continuous success in this field.
^hat Professional Preparation Is Required of a Dance Band Musician?
There are thousands of dance bands in the United States,
ranging from the poor-quality, fly-by-night ensemble to the top-
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notch bands. For tho former, sound instmma ntal technique, ability
to read well, and a "feeling " for popular music are sufficient.
However, if you aspire to mBiribersliip in a well-known, popular
band, the above qualities oust be developed to a much greater
degree.
So—-advice to these people is start early, raster as
completely as possible the technique of your instrument, and
playl
Dance band musicians frequently—and fervently—disagree
about the need or efficacy of a college education. Many
instrumentalists maintain that a solid technical background is
enough* "If you can read it, and play it", they say, "you're
all set".
Other dance imsicians, to the contrary, feel the need of a
broad music background, especially in theoretical subjects such
as hanaony and orchestration.
At ary rate, for the student who ray possibly want to lead
his own band, or arrange music on the side, a college education
is most emphatically recommended.
In the standard, accredited colleges of music, a Bachelor of
Music degree, with a major in Applied Music seems to offer the
best background for the dance band musician.
Background.—
-Students acquire a generous, thorough back-
ground in general musicianship, through intensive
stuefy- of music history, analysis, theory, counter-
point, and the like.
Arranging.—For those interested in arranging music for
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dance bands, courses in composition, instrumentation,
and arranging ray be elected#
Major Instrument.—A good portion of the four years is
necessarily devoted to increasing technical proficiency
and general musicianship on the student 1 s major
instrument. Applied music majors are usually required
to give a full-length recital at some time during their
senior year#
V-hat Instruments Offer Most Opportunity in a Dance Band?
Dance bands, for the most part, demand woodwinds, brasses,
rhythm instruments, string basses, and pianos. Since comparatively
few bands employ string sections, there is only limited opportunity
in this field for string players#
Hie public 'wants noveltyi Band leaders, c onsequently
,
are always
on the look-out for something out of the ordinary. If you can
pound a piano T&th your back to the keyboard, play a bass fiddle
with your toes, or perform some other equally ridiculous stunt
—
you* re
ini
Occasionally, unusual ability and talent on one of the less
common instruments, such as the marirba or harmonica, may insure
success in the world of dance music. However, even here, an
original ntv&st w is a decided asset.
How Does a Musician Become a Heuber of a Top-flight Dance Band?
The first step is
—
play! It isn»t difficult to get a spot
in a local band# College students often form their own bands.
*.
.
t
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But however you do it, get the experience ani trie "feeling" for
popular music* Develop an individual style. At the same time,
& cultivate the ability to subordinate this individuality, when
necessary, to the general effect of the enserble.
From a local or college band, you will probably graduate to a
popular, but local, "name” band. It is only sensible to admit
that chance, or luck—call it what you will—often plays a part in
your story of success from here on. If you are good, you may be
snapped up soon enough by the big bands. And, again, you nay
have to create your own opportunities.
Nationally known dance bands frequently tour the country,
playing in hotels, theatres, night clubs, college proms, and the
like. It is often possible to get an audition with these people
if you are on the spot at the right tine. A chance to "sit in"
with a "name" band nay open the door to wider and mare lucrative
horizons.
Does the Fiold of Popular Uu3ic Offer Financial. Security?
No. Popular music, like any other field, i3 kind to the people
at the top, but hard on the little fellow who struggles to get by.
employment for the ordinary dance band musician is uncertain,
at best. Lany instrumentalists in the popular field secure
temporary, seasonal work in theatres, musical comedies, dramatic
shows, night clubs, restaurants, cabarets, and so on. These men,
for the most part, do not draw weekly salaries. They are paid
when they v.orkj and there are slack seasons when little, if ary,
work of this sort is available. Additional income in slow
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seasons is often to be found in "single shots"—that is* single
engagements for -wedding parties* receptions* carnivals, reunions,
and other events of local importance. However, such jobs do not
provide a living wage, and instrumentalists are often forced to turn
to other related fields of music during off seasons.
IBrJoers of "name" bands find the going a little easier. In
addition to a regular pay check, they have the security of a
year-round position. However, such socuriiy may be short-lived;
for popular nusic, more than any other field, is subject to the
capricious whims of the public. A band may be whirled to the
dizzy heists of success overnight; but unless it naintains the
freshness and originality responsible for it3 climb, the public
loses interest, and the band is soon on the down grade. Few "name”
bands achieve continued s ccess for over a decade. Those v£io do,
with very few exceptions, retain their popularity only by
conciously and enthusiastically adapting their styles to the ever-
changing fads and fashions.
What Docs a Dance Musician darn?
'delirium fees earned by dance band musicians are determined
almost exclusively by the American Federation of Musicians; and
it i3 imperative that professional band instrur-ntalists join this
union, locals of the organisation have an elaborate and efficient
system of determining wages for their meEbers. For example,
different fees are stipulated for work in theatres, hotels,
restaurants, circuses, skating shows, and the like, lacy of these
establishments are further broken down into classes "A", "B”, "C",
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and D t!
,
v.ith a v:age level for each class. Then, too, fees are
generally higher in or near the larger a' useto nt centers.
Although wage scales change frequently, a look into the fees
stipulated by the Boston Local ho. 9 say give the student a general
picture of the suns charged.
Class "A” hotels, restaurants, and cafes, etc.
—
pay sixty dollars
per week to each instrumentalist, for three hours per night,
provided the engagement terminates by eleven o’clock P.M. For four
to five hours per ni ghfc, terminating at idLdniJht, carrespondingily
higher fees are stipulated. Class "B", "C”, and nD" establishments
pay -wages relative to their position in the scale.
Wage scales set by the union represent the ndninum fee that
may be paid. Instrumentalists in "name” bands riay demand a reat
deal more than this;
The average dance band musician, however, earns a v uy
average salary, when slack seasons and lay-offs are taken into
consideration. Only top-flight performers in top-flight bands earn
the startling sums we hear so much about.
Does a Dance Band Musician Live a normal Life?
No. A professional band instrumentalist has little or no
home life. Seldom doe3 he have time for social engagements. His
life is a pattern of working nights, sleeping days, sandwiching
in a rehearsal here, and a recording there, in addition to
regular performances.
lerbers of the larger "name” bands, and even some of the less
famous ones, frequently tour the country on one-night stands.
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playing at college proi..s, popular dance halls, night clubs, and so
on. It is on these tours that the bands make t eir real money.
A ten to twelve week "location job" in a large hotel may
actually lose money for a band* However, radio broadcasts from
the hotel sell th3 .aisle to people all over the country, and the
band is popularized, known as a "name" band, hhen the twelve-week
engagement is over, a one-night tour can be a ..ratiffin;JLy
successful proposition, .lie ’'location job" lias sold the band to
the public, created a demand for it. Its leader may now claim
amazing sums for a single performance.
lie routine of one-night stands exacts its toll on even the
most harcty’ musicians. Bands are booked for one long jump aft -r
another. In most cases, transportation is by chartered bus.
And it is here, on this bus, that the band musician spends most
of his time. The daily routine is simple, but tiring. Flay and
ride on] Spend sleepless hours in uncomfortably crowded quarters,
traveling to the next location] Srile all the time during performances!
Don't get tir3dj Be the personification of glamour, energy,
enthusiasm!
It is easy to understand why band instrumentalists must be
strong, and bursting with youth and vitality, in order to survive
such a vigorous existence.
In spite of everything, however, band musicians find a
definite appeal and satisfaction in their work, a freedom and
> independence not realized in otlier professions.
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BANGS BAND L3AD3R
Popular music specializes in glamour $ and the dance band leader
must constantly radiate all the personality and charm that his
public eapects. There is no doubt about the fascinating quality
of the work, however. The band leader and his rrusic ians create
a new world for people, a world unhampered by proble s of any sort,
a world of imagination and romance J The ability to foster t is
illusion is, in itself, strangely satisfying
However, "all is not gold that glitt rsl " Dance band leaders
may banish the troubles of others, but their own ’’headaches” are
many and varied* The student who is looking forward to a life
of ea3e and luxury as a dance band leader, should give up the
ideaj
Still want to be a band leader? ‘fell—the following pages
present some of the more vital information concerning a career
in this field.
That Professional and Personal (pxalifications Should a Band Leader
Possess?
Professional Qualifications
General Music ians vdp.—»Dance band leaders must Ionov; a
little bit about everythingi A thorough background
in harraoiy and related theoretical subjects is a
positive necessity. In this way, a leader can deal
efficiently and intelligently with his arrangers
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and composers.
Business Sense ,—Overhead, "gate” receipts, >>ross income,
and not return©—these :iay be a agrste y to the layman,
but the successful band leader rust know all about
them. Business ability is definitely a quality to
be c ltivated by a band loader, L'any a good dance
lias gone on the rocks simply because the business
aspect of the enterprise Y«as not adequately
managed.
Ability to Solo ,—ISany popular dance band leaders solo
with their bands, and find this system a definite
drawing card. For example, the na.:ne Harry Jarres is
almost synonymous with trunpet. Similarly, Benny
Goodman suggests the clarinet, and Duke dllington
the piano.
That this qualification is not absolutely
essential, however, is ably demonstrated by Kay
Kyser, whose powers of organization, business sense,
and general musical knowledge have established him
as one of the top band leaders in the popular music
world.
Personal Qualifications
Youth,—That ever-changing phenomenon— die public—remands
of its band leaders the freshness, vigor, and
enthusiasm that are synonymous with youth.
Koussevitsky ray conduct a symphony orchestra at the
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agje of seventy, and be assured of a full house; but
the average dance band conductor suffers a much earlier
*
demise, musically speaking.
Leadership ,—Of course a band leader needs to be able to
leadi But the man who has that cfyiiamic quality that
makes men want to work with him, is going much
further than the leader who must battle his way to
victory.
Personal Attrac tivcne 3s , -—Looks help—there is no doubt
about that! But a clean-cut, immaculate appearance,
coupled with a tot vital, friendly personality,
is by far the most important prequisite to success.
Tact ,—The dance band leader has a l:.rge "fanily"; and
maintenance of harmony within this "family" is fully
as important as the assuranc of harmoiy in any musical
arrangement, Needless to say, the dance band leader
must have tact—in the highest sense of the wordl
Physical 3ta~ :ina .—Bubbling vitality, enthusiasr;i, and
good will are expected of a band leadir whenever he
appears before his public. It ts only natural to assume
that constsnt pressure such as this creates a
feeling of strain and tenseness in the most amiable
leaders. This, coupled mth the need for rnintaining
an equable disposition during rehearsals, rwordings,
and other sessions with his men, makes excellent physical
condition indispensable.
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That Professional Preparation Is Required of a Dance Band Loader?
Don’t be afraid to spend tine on a college education. Kay
Kysar, Tf¥oocfertt Herr an, HCab f! Callovray, ’’Hoa^" Carmichael, il
Donahue, Horace Heidt, and Fired Waring, arc only a few -who found
a college education necessary and beneficial.
In an ordinary accredited music school, a Bachelor of Music
de.gree -with a major in Applied I'usic would seem to be rest appropriate
for the prospective band leader.
I usic Background,—Theoretical background includes harmony
and counterpoint, with a possibility of electing more
advanced courses in conposition and arranging. Music
history and analysis classes are also a part of the
music background.
Business ,—If the college is part of a large university, it
is possible, and advisable, to elect at least one or two
courses in business law or business management,
Condue ting. —-Cour s es in the fundamentals of conducting may
be elected in most coUeges, Such classes generally include
practice directing of laboratory groups.
I'ajor Instrument,—Throughout his college years, the
student continually -works toward the mastery of his
instrument. Practice in ensemble playing is available
through membership in one or more of the college
instrumental organizations.
How Does a husician Organize His Own Band?
Play
—
play
—
playi Students tire of this constantly reiterated
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advice;; but no musician ever reached the top without concentrated
application.
The high school student is not too young to organize his own
amateur band. We learn to do by doing} and the student who manages
his own band at an early age, soon realizes the problems, as well
as the condensations, of this profession.
I,'any :,narac” band leaders organized their bends in college,
carrying on after graduation until they hit the big narae category.
Not the least among triese ar ; Horace Keidt, Kay Kyser, and Fred iaringi
It would not be fair, however, to say that all "name" band
leaders started their careers in college, Hany, including Horry
James, Louis Ar istron the Dorsey Brothers, and '“Duke" Sllington,
achieved their success through long, hard experience. Harry
James, for example, entered the professional music field after
winning the high school champions ip in the state of Texas for his
outstanding performance on the trumpet. For nine years, he played
in dance bands, local ones at first, and then ,:name !1 bands. \?hen
h© finally organized his own band, it was a few more years before
ho attained top billing.
At ary rate, when you organize that band, whether you ar a
college student or not, make a name for yourself locally, before
you spread out to the larger cities. Renenber that there arc;
thousands of unemployed musicians in Hew York alone, and think twice
about trying your wings before you have doconstrated your ability
to succeed in a small way.
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Does Leadership of a Dance Band Offer financial Security?
Rot necessarily. The average band leader is subject to the
same seasonal lay-offs and slack periods experienced cry other musicians.
He my work for two weeks and loaf for three. In slack seasons,
he may be grateful for single shot jobs, playing at reunions,
weddings, receptions, dedications, and similar affairs.
The leader of a ‘'name 41 band is more fortunate. He is assured,
not only of a regular income, but of an extremely lucrative one.
However, the position of any "name 14 band is notoriously precarious.
A band is popular only as long as it maintains the refreshing
originality responsible for its cli?b to tho top. And that
incapprehensible anc fickle boefy-—the public—is oft-times brutally
frank, and not at all reticent about condemning the leader v/ho
lowers his standards even for a few performances.
The field of popular music is not static. Its ever-changing
fads are dictated by the whims and vagaries of a capricious public.
'Ac liq id, smooth arrangements of Guy Loribardo have been in demand
for well over a decade and arc still at the height of popularity.
Similarly, Xavier Cugat's Latin-Anerican style has been able to
retain the interest of the public. In most cases, however, the
band leader v/ho wishes to preserve a top billing, must readily and
enthusiatically adapt his style to the c^irrent c; ands of the public.
hat Docs a Band Leader flam?
Minimum v/ages for leaders are subject to the discretion of the
American Federation of Musicians, In most locals, the leader
receives a certain per cent over the minimum salary of any band
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member. "Name" band leaders, however, obviously command rrruch greater
sums*
It is safe to say that the average band leader earns only
an "adequate 1 ' 3alar;/, “when lay-offs and slack periods are taken
into account#
Does the Dance Dana Leader Live a Nor- al Life?
.0. Horae, in tire ordinary- sense of the word, plays little part
in the life of a "name" band leader, -whose existence is a
conglomeration of rehearsals, performances, recordings, radio
slrows, business appointments, and "cat nape"# And the less famous
leader Las a similar, though less arduous sc hodole.
On the whole, social engagements ar an unheard-of entity in
the wldrl of a band leader's existence*
Most of the "nano" bands, and many of the less famous
organizations, frequently tour the country on one-night stands,
playing at college proms, popular dance halls, and similar affairs.
And it is here that the bands rake their real money.
A bon to twelve week "location job" in a large hotel,
broadcasting music over a radio nerwork, may actually lose money
for a dance band. However, at the end of the engagement, the leader
lias a "name" band. His music is known throughout the country. On
tour, it is possible to capitalize on his radi •• popularity, as the
leader exacts fabulous sums for a single performance*
honey is fine*
?<veryboc(y wants plenty of .itl But unless you
are willing and able to stand the gruelling schedule demanded by a
one-nigh o tour, don't try to accumulate y'>ur fortune as a band leader.
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Host bands travel by chartered bus. The schedule is sin/ple*
You play, and roll on to the next engagerient. If you can’t get
tiie hang of sleeping in the crowded quarters of the bus
—
you just
don’t sleep* There are deadlines to be met, and the banc
mist be on bine for its next oooking. Hot only naist it be on tim9 but
its aieribers—and especially its leader—rust bo the ombodi:-<i=.nt of
radiant energy and enthusiasm throughout tl e performance*
To you still want to lead your orm band?
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MUSIC CRITIC
»I didn’t realise we enjoyed it so uchi" This was her coonent
as she read the critic’s glowing account of last evening’s concert,
17or v/as she alone 1
Like it or not, the music critic plays a considerable part in
the Moulding of public opinion. For this reason, impartiality and
integrity of the highest sort mist be manifest in the judgements
pronounced by these people.
Qualifications for the music critic differ somewhat from those
req ired for other music careers, A few of the more vital and
significant problems are d' scussed in the following pages,
that Professional and Personal Qualifications Are Essential for a
Lusic Critic?
Professional
Broad Cultural Background,-—The truly informed rnsic critic
knows more than just music. Familiarity with all
the so-called fine arts and with history and current
events, contributes greatly to a more complete
understanding and appreciation of music and its
relation to the world of art and artists.
Broad runical Background,-—Of course t e music critic rust
know music 1 A cocprehonsive knowledge of the styles,
periods, and forms of :.usic literature is indispensable
to a coupetent music critic. Nor is there ary
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substitutes for extensive listening experience.
Journalism,-—A talent for writing clear and lucid analyses
is a "must' 1 for the music critic. And a n sense of news 5’
is a decided asset.
Ability to 77rite under Pressure .—-Newspapers have deadlines;
and all copy must be in by a specified time in order
to make the edition. The critic who -mist wait for
inspiration has no place on a daily newspaper.
Personal Quallflcatl na
Impartiality,—Thera is no room for personal bias in the
field of music criticism. Absolute honesty and integrity
are demanded—and expected—in those who have within
their grasp the power to make or break an artist or
troupe,
Authority ,— The music critic must believe in hi-self and
in his judgments. However, this confidence nust
stem, not from mare egotism, but from just authority
derived from vast, intensive study and experience
in his field.
Humility ,—The good critic views his profession with true
humility and a realisation that while his words are
temporary, fleeting impressions, the music he writes
about will live on through the ages,
.'hat Professional preparation Is essential for the liiaic Critic?
education for the music critic presents many possibilities, A
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Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music would certainly give
excellent background for the student who wishes to enter this field*
Or, a degree in journalise, with a minor in music, rai^ht be a fortunate
choice. Whatever course the student pursues, it is always wise to
work on whatever newspapers or magazines the college maintains. In
this way, the student gains general journalistic experience that may
prove valuable in landing a job on a professional newspaper.
How Does the Fusic Critic Got His Start?
Well-known artists, composers, and musicologists encounter little
difficulty in securing positions as music critics. As public figures
in the world of music, their words carry weight and true authority.
But the student, fresh out of college, and with no real, professional
experience, cannot hope to achelve success so easily.
So get that writing experience! Work as any kind of reporter
on a daily paper. learn as much as you can about the newspaper business.
Write—•write—write! 3ub.it articles to music magazines or journals.
And when you do apply for that position as music critic, be able
to show considerable experience in journalism. Produce any articles
or books you may have published. If your qualifications met with
approval, your career is launched.
Is the ?ield of ?U3ic Criticism an Open One?
Admittedly, the field of music criticism is an extremely li ited
one, open only to the most qualified and competent applicants. With
the exception of large city daily newspapers, the work of a music critic
is only a part-time job. In addition, there is seldom any noticeable
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"turn-over" in personnel. However, vdth the increasing e.phasis
on civic gynphong orchestras and with the greasing importance of
local performances of all kinds, there may well be or . of a de nand
for people in this profession.
"hat Does a Itisic f 1 . -itic lam?
You won’t get richl It is true that a few well-Iairwn music
critics receive salaries proportionate to their reputation, but
ordinary newspapermen—including critics—draw only oderate incomes.
Part-time critics are frequently paid by the line, and the paper
reserves the right to cut the copy. Thus, a critic may receive only
five or six dollars for attending a concert.
iiany full-time critics find it profitable to supplement their
incomes in various ways. Lecturing is, perhaps, one of t ie most
common sido-linos. Publishing of books, articles, and music continuity
for radio programs ar.d concerts, xrovido other s utcse of renunsration.
Hot everyone agrees with t a music critic. A desk jammed wdth
mail from these "critics of the critics" is frequently a silent testi-
monial to this fact. Nor are all "testimonials" silent!
However, there are mary attractive features in the life of a
nnsic critic, who has the opportunity of attending all music events
of importance within the city. Frequently, his work is varied by
travel to other music cunt rs, where he covers events of special
musical import.
Before you decide to be a music critic, be sure you have a
talent for writing. And remember! The critic who has heard
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Tchaikovsky’s Fourth Syrphony ninety or a hundred times., is i.iore
qualified to evaluate a perfornance of this work than the student
who has been "exposed” t it only once or twice. So get that
listening experience
1
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conclusion
So you still want to bo a msicianj At this point, you have
concientiously analyzed both yourself and the profession of your
choice. You feel, perhaps, that with study and application, you
can live up to the hi .host standards of that profession.
The student who has reached this point is ready to discuss
way3 and means of acquiring whatever formal education ay prove
necessary after his graduation from high school.
Questions concerning choice of college, scholarships, outside
work, and similar problem, frequently puzzle beginning students.
Pertinent and significant information about these subjects i3
therefore included in tho following pages.
hhat College Should You Attend?
Almost every large library has, or can readily obtain, a
c >py of Pierre Key’s "l!usic Yearbook. !I (1) Here, you will find a
list of all the music colleges in the United States. This, at
least, is a startin, point. If, for some reason, you rust be
located n ar your hone, t is book will help you to determine what
colleges you rd^jht be able to attend. On ths other hand, if you
wish to go farther afield, there are al ost unlimited possibilities.
ben you have made several tentative choices, 3end for the cata-
logues of each college. A penny post card, including your name,
address, and a request for catalogue, should be all that is necessary.
(1) Key^ ?^erre 7., ; TJSIC YEARBOOK, Pierre Koy Publishing Corp.,
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If you are interested in radio or dance music , it is a good
idea to write for information concerning those departments, s nea
all college do not offer training in these mediums.
When you roceive your catalogues, DON’T BZ IK A HURRY! Study
each one carefully to ascertain whether or not it fully meets the
requirements for the career of your choice. If none of the catalogues
offers a suitable program, look up :x>re institutions and repeat the
process. Don’t give up until you find v at you need and what you
want, Henenber—what you study now is to prepare you for a life
work, Nven the most talented musician is only as good as his
training, 3o do look carefully!
The reputation of a college is the direct product of its
graduates. For this reason, a good music college cannot afford
to graduate students of inferior musicianship or scholarship.
Accordingly, colleges select their students with as much thought
and care as the students use in choosing their alma mater,
hen you decide on a college, write to the registrar, asking
for information concerning your application. The collate office
will send you an application blank and specific directions
concerning any entrance exandnat ons that may be n ?cessary.
If the college of your choice accepts you as a student, the
preparation for your music career is officially started,
flat Do music entrance xarainat: ons Generally Include?
Familiarity with all key signatures, scale forms, and simple
rhythmic patterns is usually demanded by most music colleges.
Ability to take simple dictation is also required, as is a
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easonable facility in the use of sol-fa syllables or other
devices for music reading* Students with real music talent and adequate
training should enco inter no diffic Ity in such an examination.
Don’t be afraid to ask your music supervisor to help you brush up
on any technical details that need review, Tost s pervisors are
happy to help all they can,
I-Iow Liuch Does a Colic ;e education Cost?
Unfortunately, music education is expensive; for, in
addition to regular tuition, students incur extra charges in
applied music.
Ordinary t ition in most colleges amounts to about 3500 p r
year. Applied music fees add from 090-0300 to this sum. Thus,
the total of a year’s tuition for a music student my be from
$590-0800.
If the student lives in a dormitory, his board and room
constitute still another expense. In 19U9-50, the mini ansa charge
for such subsistence amounts to about ,'i;35> with a maximum of 0730#
Those prices, of course, are subject to change at t e discretion
of the collage, and vd.ll vary somewhat, depending on the
institution chosen.
Up to this point, the total expenditure, including tuition
and dormitory charges, is f-om 31025-31530.
Books, paper, music, and other miscellaneous class expenses
ay usually be covered by an additional 330 per semester.
To most of us, a thousand dollars is a prohibitive pun.
Perhaps the paragraphs below will help you to realize how you may
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alleviate at least a portion of this financial burden*
hat about Scholarships?
You can’t afford a college education? Don’t be discouraged; for
nsany scholarships are available to students who can best meet the
qualifications of musicianship and academic ability. Most
scholars ips are granted on the basis of character, hi ,h academic
standing, leadership, need, and, of course, music talent. A few
of them are corpetetive, based on results from any number of tests
the college deems necessary.
Remenber— the early b:ird catches the v.orml If you do need that
scholarship, nor; is the time to do something about it. Your
catalogue will tell you what scholarships are available and where
to write for an application form. Fill out the blank and return
it to the office designat'd as soon as possible. The very
beginning of your senior year in high school is not too early to
file that application.
Can a College Student Be Self-sup; sorting?
Yes. Students frequently work their way through college.
However, students who can possibly manage ii^ should not plan to
work during their Freshman year. That first year should be a
period of orientation, of making adjustments to a life that is as
different as it is stimulating.
’bat colleges and universities maintain placement bureaus
where students may apply for part-time jobs. Girls are often
employed as "mothor’s helpers” in private homes. Dormitory f es.
-J
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always an suspensive iter., are avoided in this way. Boys are frequently
engaged as ushers at operas and symphony concerts# Jobs as salesmen
sometimes net a good coramisian for the enterprising student.
During the war, one full-time student gave ten hours a week to a
working scholarship, worked two ho-urs each weekday as a messenger,
devoted Saturdays to work in a defense factory—and maintained a
high scholastic rating at the same time!
In addition to !, staacfy ,, part-time jobs, there are often
opportunities for single engagements as accompanists, soloists, and
the like#
Working scholarships and student loans ar? available to a
limited number of worthy applicants.
So you see, it can be done if you have the determination, the
ability, and the will to succeed.
And now—a word of caution. College is what you make it I
The student who develops good stucfy habits and maintains high
standards will go far; but there is no room for the practical
joker wl>o believes that A1JI work makes Jack a dull boy.
College life does off ^r considerable recreation, and all
students should thoroughly enjoy their school years. Indeed,
growth in the social graces is as much a part of college life as
academic education. But the student must keep his sense of
proportion#
So have fun—work hard—and make the music world proud of you]
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\lusic Supervision
As a Career
Our author, Audrey E.
Thomas, former supervisor of
music in the public schools
of Saugus, Mass., writes with
authority, of her chosen
work; last year she received
her Master’s Degree in Music
Education, Boston University.
T By Audrey E. Thomas
If you love children, like to
i/ork with people, and possess not
nly the ability to teach, but a
ariety of music talent—then
lusic education is the field for
ou! It is an undisputed fact that
rusic supervision requires ex-
remely versatile personnel; and,
ince the elevation of music to its
ightful place as a necessary and
egitimate part of the public
chool curriculum, the need for
yell-trained music
.
supervisors
f
as increased steadily. Today,
ublic school music is one of the
ealthiest branches of the music
rot'ession.
Prospective music supervisors
hould understand, 'however, that
)0th the professional and per-
ional qualifications for music edu-
:ators are becoming increasingly
reacting. .Progressive cities are
lemanding—and receiving—bet-
,er-trained teachers of music.
Music talent and general mu-
licianship are, of course, essen-
ial prerequisites for a career in
nusic supervision, although a
;upervisor is not expected, to be_J
performing artist.
> > >
Not everyone can teach. Many
nusicians have a vast store of
knowledge, but find it difficult, if
lot impossible, to impart this in-
'ormation to others. Teaching re-
juires a very special type of
ibility. Sympathy, understanding,
rumor, kindliness, patience, a
jenuine love of children and
.eaching—these are the earmarks
>f a good teacher and a good
iupervisor.
A knowledge of the rudiments
if singing and voice production
s indispensable to a supervisor,
ivho must be able to sing well
I
nougli for all ordinary purposes
f ' illustration, as well as for
horal directorship.
However, the music educator
loesn't content himself with a
mowledge of vocal music. The
onscientious supervisor becomes
amiliar with all instruments in
ioth band and orchestra. This in-
cludes playing and, most im-
portant of all, tuning.
The ability to arrange attrac-
tive and effective programs con-
stitutes one of the duties of the
supervisor. Production of oper-
»ttas and other musical programs ]
iemands handling of tickets, pub-
licity, and myriads of additional
details. A music educator, there-
lore, must be equipped to manage
ill business and administrative,
as well as artistic, phases of a
reduction.
In addition to the many pro
fessional qualifications * listed
above, there are certain personal
characteristics that are essential
to real success in the world of
music supervision.
In his daily work, the super-
visor deals constantly with stu-
dents, teachers, administrators,
“
and pai-ents. Maintenance of per-
fect harmony among these people
helps to insure a harmonious mu-
sic program. Thus, the ability to
get along with others is a definite
“must.”
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There is no set typ^o^pe^
sonality which precludes success
in music education. A supervisor
who genuinely enjoys his work,
and possesses a sympathetic un-
derstanding of his students, will
not have any difficulties in this
direction.
And remember—there is noth-
ing more contagious than honest
enthusiasm! If a supervisor is
eager to do good work, and ear-
nestly tries to provide the best mu-
sic opportunities for his students,
he is almost sure to receive co-
operation.
Most supervisory positions re-
quire the satisfactory completion
erf a four-year music course in an
accredited university, college,
conservatory, or teacher’s college.
A course of study leading to the
degree Bachelor of Music is gen-
erally most helpful to the pros-
pective supervisor. Here, the stu-
dent’s education follows a definite,
logical px-ocess.
The music education major
first acquires a rich, thorough 1
background in general musician-
ship through intensive study of
music history, analysis, theory,
I counterpart, instrumentation, and
]
similar subjects. As he masters
I the groundwork in music theory
and appreciation, he is “gradu-
j
ated” to methods courses. Here he
learns to teach the material he I
has just absorbed. Finally, the
1
student is given opportunity to
|
I
use his methods courses in super-
vised practice teaching.
In addition to the above, he
carries piano credits until he
passes the standard examination!
set for all prospective super-
f
visors. Class lessons in voice and
in the major band and orchestral
instruments take care of the su-
pervisory qualifications in this
line. The student learns to con-
duct; and he practices conducting
[
various types of vocal and in-
. umental ensembles. IVfMfiods
courses are frequently as amusing
and interesting as they are bene- 1
ficial.
As in other professions, there
j
I is room in the field of music edu-
j)
cation for specialization. Large I
school systems often employ spe- 1
cial teachers of music history, |
theory, and music appreciation.
I
Vocal work advances another field
of specialization, and, in some |
cases, may include several voice-
training classes as well as the
direction of school choirs or vocal]
I ensembles.
* / >
i With the increasing importance
of the school orchestra and band,
!
instrumental supervisors are very
often in demand. Duties of such
,
instructors usually include the
scheduling of any instrumental
i
classes, in addition to the direc-
torship of all instrumental or-
ganizations in the school.
Many of the larger cities em-
ploy general music supervisors
who take charge of all music' in
the elementary schools, junior
high schools, or high school. I
Smaller communities, in most
|
cases, maintain a general music
supervisor who is responsible for
all music in the school sj>stem.
Such a position is a real challenge
to any music educator.
The world of music makes fnanv ,
demands of its supervisors. If you
|
are willing to give unselfishly of
your energy, time, and talent, and
if you possess a true love of chil-
dren and of teaching, then the
field of music supervision needs
you! Only experience, however,
can demonstrate the warm satis-
faction and real joy that inevi-
tably result from service in music
education.

